Nowadays, the risk of falling in older adults is a major concern due to the severe consequences it brings to socio-economic and public health systems. Some pathologies cause mobility problems in the aged population, leading them to fall and, thus, reduce their autonomy. Other implications of ageing involve having different gait patterns and walking speed. In this paper, a non-invasive framework is proposed to study gait in elder people using data collected by a smart rollator, the i-Walker. The analysis presented in this article uses a feature extraction method and a spectral embedding to represent the information and Bayesian clustering for the knowledge discovery. The algorithm considers raw data from the i-Walker sensors along with the calculated walking speed of each individual, which has been already used in clinical studies to assess physical and cognitive status of older adults. The results obtained demonstrate that the proposed analysis has the potential to separate in clusters the people of the two groups of interest: young people and geriatric.
INTRODUCTION
Older individuals often exhibit greater impairments in posture and gait. These structural and functional abnormalities were associated with changes in walk strategy and abnormal gait, eventually leading to an increased risk of falls. To improve the quality of life of affected people and avoid falls, assistive devices, as rollator, have been used to provide mobility support with the aim of helping to perform those compensation strategies [10] .
According to the Center for Disease Control and Prevention [3] , falls are the leading cause of mortality in this segment; they can also lead to injury, causing loss of independence and critical health problems. Today, many countries are facing a rapidly aging population. Worldwide, the number of this group was estimated to grow to more than two billion by 2050 [14] . The increased number of persons over 65 years will potentially lead to expensive healthcare costs at the same time that a higher Quality of Life (QoL) is a significant concern for people.
Gait analysis is used to assess and treat individuals with conditions affecting their ability to walk. To put-on sight walking deficiencies, clinicians have developed several walking and cognitive tests to detect problems in older adults with injuries and diseases. One of the better-known assessments is the Six Minute Walking Test (6mWT from now on). The former has been previously used as a traditional method to predict the risk of falling or other health morbidities by measuring the walking speed [14] . A growing body of research suggests that gait velocity is a good indicator and predictor of health issues like cognitive decline, falls, and even certain cardiac or pulmonary diseases [20] [11] . Another metric to clinically measure gait performance is Tinetti scale; it aims to assess the gait and balance in older adults; it is also an indicator of the risk of falling.
Even though traditional methods have been efficient and useful, in recent years, the Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) had presented an enormous potential to promote the development of a series of devices, sensors and techniques that promote better evaluation measures and, thus, contribute to provide a more reliable and complete information about a patient. It is expected that ICT will we able to provide new tools for early detection and prevention of diseases in the elder population.
The assistive device presented here (see Section 2.1) has been designed with the aim of helping physicians detecting certain kind of physical and cognitive conditions of a person by combining its sensors data along with the clinical information of an individual. It consists in a smart rollator which main novelty is to capture and provide information about the force applied by the user to the handlers of the rollaor while walking collected by sensors located in the handlers, among other data. This study hypothesizes that the force sensors of the presented assistive device can identify whether individuals perform compensation strategies while walking to avoid falls and that these strategies can be associated with their physical conditions. The analysis of force sensor has been poorly analyzed in comparison with other sensors as accelerometers and gyroscopes, but we believe that they enclosure critical information about person ′ s health, especially in the case of older adults.
In this work, we present an unsupervised approach to categorize elder individual ′ s walking patterns into multiple groups among a population of volunteers with diverse ages based on their interaction with the i-Walker, which has been used as a measuring tool. The methodology developed is an efficient system for determining a person ′ s walking-age.
The results of the presented work cluster the population into four categories in relation to their gait characteristics. The first two mainly separates the young people with higher and lower speed. The other two identify the geriatric gait and split the sample also considering the speed. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces related work and the i-Walker; Section 3 presents the approach used in this work, and Section 4 shows the experimental results. Lastly, Section 5 concludes this paper.
RELATED WORK
Several ICT tools and machine learning procedures had been used for the study walking patterns, each of them with different advantages and disadvantages mainly related to the costs and the reliability of the results. This chapter present some of these proposals as well as the previous work made with the i-Walker.
The i-Walker
The i-Walker is an assistive device based on a standard 4-wheeled rollator with embedded sensors and actuators. Fig 1 shows the i-Walker components, which have already been described in [4] .
The most innovative feature of the i-Walker is the design of the handlebars, which include embedded force sensors able to measure the longitudinal, lateral and vertical forces (X , Y and Z respectively) applied by the user when walking.
In [2] , authors developed a system to assess the estimation error of the force sensors. The results showed an error lower than 10%. This study also confirms the relationship between the force sensor and the support of the individual.
In [12] , authors proposed a methodology for detecting common walking patterns in the elderly according to their physical and cognitive conditions by using the Symbolic Aggregation Approximation (SAX) algorithm for time series representation. They used a sample of 200 older adults where some of them have had suffered one or more falls during the last year, while the others did not. The algorithm was able to separate between fallers and non fallers using hierarchical clustering. 
Related Work using other systems
This section presents a description of previous research work in the field of gait analysis highlighting the device used to gather the information, their proposed approach and main contribution.
In 2012, [13] used a video camera they extracted different events of the gait cycle. They used a modification of the RANSAC algorithm to identify the motion of the person ′ s body. The result show that they could identify the phases of double-support, mid-swing, toe-off and heel-strike events of the gait cycle and estimate the gait speed.
In 2014, [8] also used a 3-D accelerometer and a gyroscope to measure speed, acceleration, and tilting of the legs. Their proposed approach was to use intrinsic mode functions (IMF) as a representation method and K-means as the clustering technique. The parameters used were the acceleration, and tilting of the legs and the results were compared with the walking speed. They made a walking-age clustering of three groups, children of ages 10 and below, adults between 20s and 60s, and elders in 70s and 80s.
In 2017, [22] recorded walking tasks using wearable inertial measurement units (IMU). They presented gait assessment system is based on Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. The parameters collected were the difference between the joint angle trajectories of the gait cycles and then they created a metric to estimate gait variability. Their main contribution that the could be able to differentiate a pathological gait from a normal one using a proposed gait variability index (GVI) as an indicator of the "healthiness" degree of a gait pattern.
In 2017, [6] used a system called GAITRite to characterize the pathological gait pattern. They used the allocated indexing membership (AIM) as a representation method and the Bayesian Gaussian Mixture as the clustering technique. They recorded spatio-temporal features such as gait symmetry ratios in swing time, stance time, and step length. The results found three clusters: the first group was formed by the healthy people, group 2 had the worse condition and group 3 contained people with conditions but with improvements in their recovery. 
APPROACH
This section introduces the data collection and methodology used to develop this work.
Data collection
Walking tests were conducted to record the data of the walking patterns of a group of volunteers. In this work, participants performed an adaptation of 6mWT, but reducing the time by half due to clinical recommendations so this study uses a Three Minute Walking Test (3mWT).
To perform the test, a total of 42 individuals whose ages range from 22 to 94 years were selected for this study. Each of them performed the 3mWT on a flat hallway moving back and forth. The variables are collected every 10ms while the user is walking to form a time series. The clinicians which nurse the older people of this sample provided their Tinetti scores for further analysis.
Several measures were obtained from the i-Walker sensors, but the most important are (i) the vertical, longitudinal and transversal forces of both hands which were used as the input of the model on which the clustering performs the pattern recognition and (ii) the estimated pose in X and Y to compute the distance travelled using the Euclidean metric and then to calculate the walking speed measuring the rate of change of the travelled distance.
Methodology
The methodology comprises the steps shown in in 2. The Bagof-SFA-Symbols (BOSS) model is used for the representation and indexing. This method transforms the numeric time-series into a bag of words representation to later create a k-dimensional matrix.
The BOSS model describes time series as an unordered set of substructures using Symbolic Fourier Approximation (SFA) words. The BOSS flow model is represented as follows (see Fig 3 [16] ): parameters definition, windowing, SFA and histograms aggregation and reduction. This transformation has a set of parameters that need to be tuned in order to find the optimal configuration: length of the windows, the number of Fourier coefficients for a window and the number of letters for the word representation.
For each time series, a set of fixed-size windows are generated using a sliding window of length w. The first window begins at 0 and ends in the position w, the second one will offset one position ending at position w + 1 and so on until the end of the series is reached. The result will be transformed into a vocabulary where each window represents a word. The length of the words are defined by the quantization of the Fourier coefficients of the window as explained in the following paragraphs.
The transformation of the windows into a vocabulary uses the SFA method, which aims to simplify information by removing the unnecessary data and keeping only the most representative characteristics. The SFA performs three steps to achieve its goal: approximation, quantization and words computation.
The SFA uses a discretization method based on the Momentary Fourier Transform (MFT), for the approximation process. The MFT targets to keep the critical data extracting the Fourier coefficients of the signal [1] . This method allows to incrementally compute the first f Fourier coefficients of a sliding window in a series in efficient manner.
The idea behind this discretization is to decompose the time series into two basic type of functions [17] . The former consists in identifying slow changes in the data, while the latter identifies rapid changes. For the approximation, those with slow changes are enough for a fair description of the signal. These types of functions also provide a smoother signal with low pass filtering.
The decomposition represents a time series by its Fourier coefficient. The magnitude of the coefficient represents the amplitude of the signal. The proposed approximation uses only the first f coefficients. The first Fourier coefficient can be optionally discarded because it stands for the mean value of the signal, obtaining this way offset invariance.
The quantization step reduces the granularity of the data by dividing the values of the Fourier coefficients into a histogram of equal frequency bins [7] and mapping each coefficient to its range. To define these histograms, a number of bins is defined as a parameters, representing the letters of the discretization alphabet that will be used for computing the words representing the windows extracted from the time series. Each position of the Fourier coefficients is discretized separately. This is done by computing Multiple Coefficient Binning (MCB), and it aims to minimize the lost information when performing the discretization process.
The discretization works as a map that contains intervals of numeric values per each coefficient. The outcome of the SFA is a word of f letters per window and a set of words per time series. In order to avoid a bias due to large periods of stable signal, the BOSS model reduces the length of the vocabulary by numerosity reduction, removing identical consecutive words.
The final stage of the BOSS model is to transform the vocabulary for a time series into a histogram of relative frequencies of words.
This transforms the series into a vector, so we can compare different series using different similarity measures. The main advantage of this final transformation is to allow the comparison of time series of different lengths.
Similarity
Measure and Space Embedding. The next step is to evaluate how similar are the sets of time series. From the possible similarity functions that can be defined, the one that better fits the model is the cosine similarity measure because this metric considers only the orientation of a vector and not the magnitude [18] ; this characteristic is useful when working with symbols instead of numbers. The output of this process is an affinity matrix that will be further transformed before clustering the data.
For this model, a Spectral Embedding [19] is applied to the affinity matrix to embed the data in a metric space and to enhance the relevant characteristics by using a non linear transformation. This embedding transforms the affinity matrix into a k-dimensional matrix. The number of dimensions k is part of the configuration parameters. For this paper, the transformation was limited at most to three dimensions.
Clustering. A Bayesian Gaussian Mixture Model (BGMM)
with Dirichlet priors [9, 15] is used for partitioning the data represented by the k-dimensional data matrix. A Gaussian mixture model is a probabilistic model that assumes all the data points are generated from a mixture of a finite number of Gaussian distributions with unknown parameters. Each cluster is formed with a set of points that shape a Gaussian distribution using a Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm. The use of a Dirichlet prior includes the determination of the number of clusters in the optimization process.
The EM for mixture models consists of two steps. The first step calculates the expectation of the component for each data point given by the model parameters. The second phase maximizes the expectations calculated in the previous step concerning the model parameters. Then these two steps are repeated until the result converges.
Evaluation.
To assess the quality of the clustering, it is necessary to apply some evaluation techniques. This approach considers two techniques: (i) the adjusted rand index (ARI) [5] to measure the stability of the clustering to random initialization and (ii) the Silhouette index (SI) [21] .
Scenarios
The work is based on the recognition of the patterns of the forces applied by the users to the i-Walker while walking. From the forces recorded by the i-Walker, the vertical ones are the most related to the individuals ′ compensation strategies. Therefore, this study will examine two scenarios. The first model will be provided with all the forces to find if the transversal and longitudinal forces add relevant information. The second one will consider only the vertical forces to study whether the transversal and longitudinal forces add noise instead of contributing to the results.
EXPERIMENTS
This section presents the results obtained by applying the model clustering approach on both scenarios. The goal of the model is to find the set of parameters that provide the best clustering. Thus, the results are presented in two parts: the performance comparison of the different sets of parameters and the knowledge discovery. Table 1 lists the best two sets of parameters per scenario with the most relevant findings along with their validation indexes and their number of clusters, all of them worthy to analyse for pattern recognition.
The knowledge discovery was carried out by visualizing the behaviour of patterns through several plots. It was necessary to select statistical variables that better represented the problem. A finding is identified if the comparison of those variables enhances the visualization of the groups of clusters. The selected variables are (i) the cluster, (ii) age, (iii, iv, v) the mean and standard deviation of the considered forces,(vi) the mean of the linear speed and the (vii) Tinetti score. The next step is to identify if clustering visualization is preserved by comparing the selected variables. Fig 4 depicts the relationship between the X , Y and Z forces of the first scenario's set of parameters and it is noticeable that the vertical forces have a critical influence over the clustering. Fig 5 shows that, if the standard deviation of the vertical force is added, the segments of clusters are more noticeable, which means that the variability measure is a factor that influences the clustering. Therefore, the proposed model meets its goal at considering the changes of the forces in the feature extraction. When comparing the mean of the vertical force vs. the linear speed, it can be observed in Fig 6 that this variable is essential for the scenario 1.2. Moreover, if the age of the person is observed as well, there is a critical pattern that splits the clusters by age and speed as shown in Fig 6.  Fig 7 shows the relationship between the clustering formed and the Tinetti score considering only the group of elder people. The results from scenario 1 and test 2 depicts a strong correlation between the cluster and the risk of falling.
Clustering description
This section presents a comparison of the clustering results among scenarios. The characteristics considered are (i) the number of persons contained in each cluster per range of age, (ii) the average vertical force, (iii) the standard deviation of the vertical force variability and (iv) the average linear speed. Table 2 describes the scenario 1.1. From the four clusters, clusters one and four have the most noticeable distribution of people per groups, older adults and young people respectively. The average forces are by far the most critical difference between each cluster as well as its variability.
The scenario 1.2, described in Table 3 , has a more radical distribution of people: clusters one and three mainly contain the younger individuals and cluster two and four the older ones. These clustering characteristics are remarkably interesting. The clusters that contain the younger participants have similar average speed but a noticeable difference in their average vertical force. On the contrary, the groups including the older adults have similar average Z -force and variability, but they present a vast difference in the average speed. This contrast is enhanced because the primary descriptor of cluster four is indeed the velocity, it contains the eight individuals with the lowest average speed, while the primary descriptor of the group two is the average Z -force. An observation about the clusters of young people is that even though all of them have similar characteristics, due to the lack of experience of using a rollator they tend to change their walking behaviour. Thus, the algorithm classifies them into two categories. In Table 4 , it can be observed that the scenario 2.1 has three clusters. In two of them, the distribution between young and elderly people is visible, but cluster two has a mix of both. The last scenario is presented in Table 5 , which has been divided into five clusters, but the last one contains only one person. Therefore, it can be said that it has four relevant clusters and an outlier individual. From those four, again two clusters contain the young and healthy people, while the fourth cluster represents the elderly group. In fact, the distribution of clusters is quite similar to the one obtained in scenario 1.2 in terms of the applied vertical forces, however the average speed is different between scenarios, as well as the distribution of people aged 80+ years old.
The configuration of the scenario 1.2 has the bests results because it presents a better categorization per groups of age and because both variables, the speed (supported by the literature) and the forces applied (proposed by the presented approach) were noticeable differentiators between the clusters. This scenario also leads to thinking that the longitudinal and transversal forces do not add noise to the results, on the contrary, they enrich them.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposes an analysis methodology that can classify an individual ′ s walking-age based on the 3 minutes Walking Test using the i-Walker. A database of signal recordings was built to test the methodology applying data preprocessing, clustering, and classification as an automated process. The experimental results determine a suitable configuration of initial parameters that distinct walking-age groups according to the forces exerted by the individual on the i-Walker and their walking speed. Therefore, there is an evidence that the compensation strategies for walking can influence the person ′ s gait and that it is also a useful indicator metric to measure health. Another conclusion is that the i-Walker is a practical, safe and efficient tool that can be easily implemented to collect high-quality data successfully. In addition, results regarding the relationship between age and walking speed are coherent with the literature [11] . Although results are promising, the dataset used in this work fits for an exploratory analysis, however, statistically speaking, it falls into the realm of small datasets. As future work, it is expected to implement more walking tests to obtain a more extensive database to reinforce the analysis and findings. Also, it is recommended to include more elderly people to improve the quality of the results. The young group served as a baseline for this analysis, but according to [2] , rollators are useful for gait characterization as long as users need the device for ambulation.
It would be helpful to work with a specialist to provide additional information about the gait features that can be critical for the analysis and match them with other i-Walker descriptors. Aforementioned, it is also essential to develop an efficient analyzer of age-related problems, such as early detection of Alzheimer disease and other physical or mental issues.
